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Collins Business-Wiley, New Delhi, 2012. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. First. 256pp. This is the
promise of The Advantage, Patrick Lencionis bold manifesto about the most unexploited
opportunity in modern business. In his immensely readable and accessible style, Lencioni makes the
case that there is no better way to achieve profound improvement in an organization than by
attacking the root causes of dysfunction, politics and confusion. While too many leaders are still
limiting their search for advantage to conventional and largely exhausted areas like marketing,
strategy and technology. Lencioni demonstrates that there is an untapped gold mine sitting right
beneath them. Instead of trying to become smarter, he asserts that leaders and organizations need
to shift their focus to becoming healthier, allowing them to tap into the more-than-sufficient
intelligence and expertise they already have. The author of numerous best-selling business fables
including The Five Dysfunctions of a Team and Death by Meeting, Lencioni here draws upon his
twenty years of writing field research, and executive consulting to some of the worlds leading
organizations. He combines real-world stories and anecdotes with practical, actionable advice to
create a work that is at once a great read and an invaluable, hands-on tool. The result...
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Reviews
This pdf is wonderful. It really is writter in simple terms instead of hard to understand. Its been developed in an exceedingly simple way and it is just a er i
finished reading this ebook in which in fact modified me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- O llie Powlowski
Comprehensive information! Its this sort of excellent read. I could possibly comprehended every little thing out of this published e pdf. You wont sense
monotony at at any moment of your time (that's what catalogs are for about when you ask me).
-- Pr of. Ma ur icio Howe III
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